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This year’s Warm Weather Training trip was the first for many CUAC athletes, and fittingly also 

CUAC’s first visit to Fuerteventura, another one of the Canary Isles. 29 CUAC athletes arrived 

on the sunny, windy island on Wednesday 23rd March, and settled into the south-eastern Playitas 

resort, overlooking palm trees and the sea. We were joined by our amazing coaches as always, as 

well as a few interlopers from Oxford, having correctly decided the Oxford trip would be too cold 

for them. Upon arrival, some explored the resort and neighbouring fishing village of Las Playitas, 

the namesake of the resort, while others unpacked and chilled, in the apartments or by the pool. 

The next morning of Thursday 24th March was the first of many full days of training. The 

majority of the athletes were able to roll out of bed early enough to catch the bus; failing that, 

stragglers managed to ask the hire-car drivers politely enough for a lift, for the most part. Once 

at the track, the runners and jumpers discovered that the Mondo surface was a ‘sun-ripened’ 

specimen of the vintage variety, but nonetheless were able to get many solid sessions in over the 

course of the week. Some metres away at the cages and circles, the throwers became acquainted 

with their fellow facility users: Christoph Harting and the German Olympic throws team, who 

were kind enough to provide some feedback for the CUAC throws contingent.  



 

Traditions were upheld following the first morning’s track session with a trip to the Gran Tarajal 

branch of Hiperdino, although the Hareys were struck by a minor disaster when they realised they 

had spent too long admiring Hiperdino’s fine selection of goods and missed the bus, and the next 

service to Las Playitas would not depart for over an hour. Thus, joined by a couple of 400 hurdlers 

(author included) who honourably gave up their car seats for coach Bob and the groceries, they 

took the most direct route on foot back to the resort, over the two large craggy hills that divided 

the towns. The athletes battled adverse conditions, including wind, heights, unstable rocks and 

sharp drops, but after a long and arduous trek (which was actually only an hour and 4.35km, 

according to the watches), returned to a warm, main-character-esque reception at the resort.  

 

In the interest of frugality, most of our nutritious meals were cooked by CUAC, for CUAC, with 

a few athletes venturing to local restaurants some evenings, and a couple of social club dinners 

hosted in the resort restaurants. Day 3 (Friday) featured organised fun on the beach, courtesy of 

social sec Rian McCawley, and the first beach Big Hole Dig of the trip. Further fun ensued at the 

Fuerteventura edition of the kilo challenge on Saturday, which doubled as a fortuitous opportunity 

to line the participants’ stomachs ahead of initiations and a beach swap later that evening. As 



usual, kilogram records were broken, missed, and unfinished, although this edition of the challenge 

featured a generation of particularly steel-stomached contestants, as there were no “forced 

retirements”, or sudden dashes towards bins, bags, or toilet bowls. The only failures being Martha 

Stevens, who stopped half way due to a mouldy sweet Potato and Kerem, he was unaffected by 

the acidity but simply didn’t buy enough lemons and had to start eating the pith.  

 

Afterwards, the new Alligators and Alverstones were initiated, followed by a club buffet dinner, 

featuring some odd utilisation of utensils by the Alvers, who unwittingly left dinner with more 

pairs of eyes than they had arrived with. This was suitably followed by the swap, first in the 

designated socials room of 7109, then the beach, then 7109 again once the beach got too cold, 

and no-one had decided that they required a refreshing dip in the Atlantic.  

 

Sunday was the designated rest day, and much to the relief of the coaches, there was no easily 

accessible water park for CUAC to run around and exhaust and/or injure themselves at. Instead, 

athletes either day tripped around the island, or made the most of the resort’s beachside location, 

enjoying the sand, waves, and Instagram photo opportunities. CUAC prepared themselves for 

their Monday morning training sessions with an intense post-dinner basketball match, this resulted 



in many injuries, so we eventually moved on to a self-defence lesson on the court from throws 

squad leader and resident choke-master, Marley Young. 

Monday 28th March meant more training in the morning, and Hon Sec Matt Williams’ birthday, 

which meant cake in the afternoon! CUAC and friends celebrated with a few rounds of play-

wrestling (practising some of the moves learned the previous evening), an impromptu core session 

on the lawn, and ball games for the more civilised among the party.  

CUAC also busied themselves in-between and during training sessions with a game of Assassins. 

Some participants perished on the first day, while others racked up respectable ‘kill’ streaks. A 

notable mention goes to team 4 co-squad leader Tom Wilkins, who was obnoxious at times in 

carrying out his missions, albeit creative and successful (which hurts the author’s pride to admit).  

 

The penultimate and final days of training included quality sessions, celebratory group photos, 

and crazy golf matches. Team 4, hurdlers, and throwers, to varying degrees of success, took to 

mini golf on the afternoon of Tuesday 29th March, which inevitably descended into chaos, the 

competitors roamed freely around the course, using implements other than golf clubs to hit balls, 

hitting each other’s balls and in total disregard of the scores. 

After the final training session on Wednesday 30th March, most of CUAC joined the Harey Costa 

Calma trip. The opportunity to Dig Another Big Hole on the beach did not go unmissed, much 

to the annoyance of the lifeguards on duty, and a team of artistically-inclined athletes sculpted a 

sand woman, incorporating Harey Anna Anderson into their artwork. WWT 2022 was rounded 

off with a barbeque social on the final evening, featuring some rather delicately grilled chicken, 

and the beginning of fresher hammer thrower Kerem Mumyakmaz's campaign for Alver’s captain. 

Although the return to the UK on Thursday 31st March was positive in an unwanted sense for 

some athletes, WWT 2022 was an overall success, marking the beginning of summer training 

ahead of the impending outdoor athletics season. I am sure that we will reap the rewards of the 

hard-earned gains this season, and especially at Varsity. GDBO.  
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